




Algebra 1 – Module 5, Topic 9 – Solving Real-World Problems Involving 
Linear Equations
Hey, guys. Welcome to Algebra One.
Today's lesson is going to focus on solving real-word problems involving linear equations. All that you know about translating expressions from verbal to numeric is really going to help you get through this lesson. Are you ready? Let's go.
Before we get started translating into equations, let's jump back and review expressions for a little bit. For example, this problem:
Seven years older than Brittany.
If we needed to translate that expression from verbal to numeric, let's review how we would do that.
We know "Seven years older than Brittany," so let's represent Brittany's age by "b". Let's let a lower-case "b" represent Brittany's age. The first thing you do, assign your variable.
We're trying to represent "Seven years older than Brittany," so that would mean and age that's seven years greater than Brittany's age. Right? We could represent that as "b + 7"; seven years older than Brittany. Right?
Let's try another one:
Three points less than the other team.
If we let "t" represent the team, that other team, and we're trying to show three points less than the other team, then we can represent that as "t - 3," because that would be three points smaller than whatever that other team scored. Right?
Let's keep moving. Let's tackle a word problem. I know they overwhelm most people; you see it's a bunch of words, you know you're doing math, you're expecting more numbers than words, but I'll give you some strategies to get through a word problem.
The first thing you want to do is, probably, take a deep breath. Let's just read through it all, just to see what it's saying; then we'll go back, and we'll start to highlight some key words and phrases that will help us get through this problem. First let's just take a deep breath, and let's start reading.
Morgan's monthly cell phone plan includes unlimited minutes and text, along with one gigabyte of data for $45. There is a charge of $8 for each additional gigabyte of data used.
Morgan was charged $85 for her first month of service. How many additional gigabytes of data did she use?
Okay, so we've read through the problem. We have a sense of what it's talking about. Morgan's cell phone plan: she pays a certain amount per month, but she has an extra fee for extra gigabytes that she uses; and they want us to figure out how many additional gigabytes did she use that first month.
Let's go through here and start highlighting some key words.
I'm going to switch to my highlighter, and hopefully, you will pull yours out.
Let's get this out of my way.
Okay, so we have, "Morgan's monthly cell phone plan includes unlimited minutes and texts and one gigabyte of data, for $45."
I'm going to highlight "one gigabyte of data for $45."
You really just want to go through and highlight anything that sounds like math, because you're probably going to end up using it to solve the problem.
Okay, so there is a charge of $8 for each additional gigabyte; so, "$8 for each additional gigabyte."
Morgan was charged $85 for her first month of service, so "$85 for the first month."
How many additional gigabytes of data did she use? So, "How many additional gigabytes?"
So we go back. Let's analyze it: One gigabyte for $45; each additional gigabyte is $8; $85 for the first month; how many additional gigabytes did she use?
What we're going to do is set up an equation to represent this situation, and then that's going to help us solve this problem.
Let me switch back to my pen here.
One gigabyte for $45; so automatically, Morgan pays $45 because she's got her cell phone. Right? I'm going to go ahead and write down 45.
Each additional gigabyte, it says, is $8. That can vary: one month she may use no additional gigabytes, maybe the next month she uses five additional gigabytes; it's going to vary but for however many additional gigabytes she uses, it's $8. 
I'm going to represent that as "+ 8x", because I'm letting "x" represent my additional gigabytes in my problem.
Let's keep going.
She paid $85 for her first month, and we want to know: "How many additional gigabytes did she use?" This expression that we have, so far, that represents her cell phone bill; and for the first month, her bill was $85. We're going to represent that as this equation.
Let's get a little more room here.
So 45 + 8x = 85. The left side of that expression is representing the cell phone bill, how it's calculated every month ... That $45, and then $8 for additional gigabytes ... And then it says "= 85," because 85 is what she paid for her first month of service. To figure out how many additional gigabytes she used, we're just going to solve this equation and see what we get for "x."
I'm going to need a little more room here. Let's go.
I know I need to get "8x" by itself, so let's subtract 45 from both sides; all right, so 45 minus 45, that cancels out.
Bring down my "8x ..." Equals ... Then 85 minus 45, that's 40. Right?
Let's get us a little more space.
Okay, so I'm left with one step. I've got, "8x = 40." I need to divide both sides by eight ... And "x = 5."
Now since we were solving a word problem, I'm going to bring that "5" back to what it means in regards to my problem. Remember, we were solving to try to figure out how many additional gigabytes she used that first month. Apparently, Morgan used five additional gigabytes so, "Five additional gigabytes." That is the answer to this word problem.
So you see, basically the steps are to read through your problem, highlight the key words, and then you'll be able to set up your equation, and solve for your unknown.
Let's try another one. Okay, here we go.
Mateo's monthly cable subscription is $80. As part of his service, he can order newly released movies to view at home at a cost of $6 per movie.
Mateo was charged $104 for his first month of service. How many movies did he order?
All right, so we've read through the problem. This time let's go back, and let's highlight those key words.
All right, let's do this.
"Mateo's monthly cable subscription is $80," okay so $80.
"As part of his service, he can order newly released movies to view at home at a cost of $6 per movie," okay so $6 per movie.
"Mateo was charged $104 for his first month of service," so $100 for the first month.
"How many movies did he order?"
All right, so we've highlighted what seems like math. Don't be afraid that, maybe, you're highlighting the wrong thing. Sometimes you might highlight more than you need, it's better to air on that side though. Highlight things that you think sound mathematical. If you catch something extra, it's okay. When you go back and analyze it, you'll see what we call is "extraneous information," the extra stuff you didn't really need to know to solve the problem.
All right, so let's attack this.
The monthly bill is $80, he's charged $6 per movie, his first month he paid $104, so how many movies did he order?"
All right, so let's see.
Let's switch back to the pen here, so we can start solving this.
Okay, so he pays $80 no matter what, so 80, and he can order movies for $6 per movie. If I let "x" represent the number of movies he's purchasing, I can represent that cost as "+ 6x," because it's $6 per movie. In his first month, he paid $104, so this is going to equal 104. How many movies did he order?
All right, so here we go. It's time to solve this equation, so we can figure out how many movies Mateo ordered.
We're trying to solve for "x," so we're going to need to, first, subtract 80 from both sides. Cancel out there ... Bring down my 6x ... Equals 24.
Get a little more room up here. All right, we're at the last step in this equation.
Divide both sides by 6; X = 4; and because we're solving a word problem, remember we want to bring that four back to its meaning in the problem. 
We were trying to figure out how many movies he ordered; Mateo ordered four movies.
All right, good job.
I do believe it's time for you to try one. Take your time, press pause, work through this problem, and when you're ready to see what the answer is, go ahead and press play.
All right. Let's see how you did.
An online retail store has marked down all of its DVDs, for a limited time. Kelsey plans to order as many of her favorite movies as possible. The DVDs are $5 each and the shipping and handling is $7.
Kelsey spent a total of $52. How many DVDs did she purchase?
I hope you started by reading through the problem, like I did, and then going back and highlighting all that key information. All right? Highlight anything that looks like math.
"An online retail store has marked down all of its DVDs, for a limited time." All right, nothing seems like math there.
"Kelsey plans to order as many of her favorite movies as possible." All right.
"The DVDs are $5 each." There's some math.
"Shipping and handling is $7." All right, more math, more numbers.
"Kelsey spent a total of $52." All right, skip that.
"How many DVDs did she purchase?"
Okay. If we switch our pens, we can start working.
The DVDs are $5 each, so "5x" to represent the number of DVDs.
Shipping and handling is $7, so that's a flat fee of 7.
She spent a total of $52.
All right, so your equation should look like this, or maybe you had "7 + 5x = 52." That's fine, but this is the equation. We need to go ahead, and solve.
Let's subtract 7 from both sides, so 7 and -7, that cancels out. I have "5x = 45."
Let's get a little more room up here.
All right, so divide both sides by 5; 45 divided by 5, that's 9. If I bring that answer back to its meaning in my problem, 9 is going to represent how many DVDs she purchased, so Kelsey bought 9 DVDs.
All right. Great job, guys. I hope you're feeling really confident about how to solve equations that involve real world problems. I hope to see you back here soon for some more Algebra One.
Bye.



